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In this paper an approach to the performance analysis of hybrid MRCS (Selection Maximal Ratio Combining)
diversity system operating over Ricean fading channels is presented. Hybrid MRCS combining method has a simple
implementation, where maximal-ratio combined signals are chosen on a selection combining basis. Closed form
expressions are provided for standard first and second order statistical measures for the signal at the output of the
combiner, i.e. PDF (probability density function), CDF (cumulative distribu ion function), LCR (level crossing
rate). Capitalizing on them standard performance measures like ABEP (Average Bit Error Probability) over some
modulation techniques and AFD (Average Fade Duration) are efficiently eva uated and discussed in the function of
various system parameters.
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Analiza performansi selektirajućeg MRCS hibridnog raznolikog sustava u Riceovim kanalima.U ovom
radu predložen je pristup za analizu performansi hibridnog Selection Maximal Ratio Combining (MRCS) razno-
likog sustava koji radi u Riceovim kanalima. Hibridna MRCS metoda je jednostavno primjenjiva, u kojoj se kom-
binirani signali maksimalnog omjera izabiru prema principu kombinirane sel kcije. Predstavljeni su eksplicitni
izrazi za standardne statističke mjere signala prvog i drugog reda, odnosno za funkciju gustoće vjerojatnosti, kumu-
lativnu funkciju distribucije i LCR (level crossing rate). Korištenjem izvedenih izraza ǔcinkovito su evaluirane
i raspravljene standardne mjere performansi kao što je ABEP (Average Bit Error Probability) nad pojedinim
tehnikama modulacije i AFD (Average Fade Duration), u funkciji različitih parametera sustava.
Klju čne riječi: Riceov kanal, hibridni raznoliki prijem, LCR, ABEP
1 INTRODUCTION
Few statistical models are used to describe fading oc-
currence in wireless environments in communications sys-
tems analysis. The most frequently used signal distribu-
tions are Nakagami-m, Rice, Rayleigh,α-µ and Weibull.
The Rician fading distribution is often used to model prop-
agation paths that consist of one strong direct line-of-sight
(LoS) signal, and many randomly reflected and usually
weaker signals. Such fading environments are typically en-
countered in microcellular and mobile satellite radio com-
munication links. The Rician fading is also applicable for
modeling the fading channels in frequency domain [1]. In
particular, for mobile satellite communications, the Rician
distribution is used to accurately model the mobile satellite
channel for single [2], clear-state [3] channel conditions.
An efficient method for mitigating fading effects by using
multiple receiver antennas is called space diversity. The
main goal of space diversity techniques is to improve trans-
mission reliability without increasing transmission power
and bandwidth while increasing channel capacity. There
are several principal types of space combining techniques
that can be generally performed depending on the amount
of channel state information available at the receiver.
The optimal combining technique is maximum ratio
combining (MRC) [4]. This combining technique involves
co-phasing of the useful signal in all branches, multiplica-
tion of the received signal in each branch by the estimated
envelope of that particular signal and summing of the re-
ceived signals from all antennas. By co-phasing, all the
random phase fluctuations of the signal that emerged dur-
ing transmission are eliminated. For this process it is nec-
essary to estimate the phase of the received signal, so this
technique requires all of the amount of the channel state
information on received signal, and separate receiver chain
for each branch of the diversity system, which increases
the complexity of system. Unlike previous, selection com-
bining (SC) technique processes only one of the diversity
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branches. Generally, SC selects the branch with the high-
est signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), that is the branch with the
strongest signal [5], assuming that noise power is equally
distributed over branches.
Hybrid diversity reception where, first a group of sig-
nals is selected out of the total available, which are then
maximal-ratio combined has been discussed in [6]. Sim-
ilar approaches have been then explored in several other
papers [7-8]. Another hybrid diversity scheme is MRCS
(MRC Selection), where outputs of arbitrary number of
multi branch maximal ratio combiners,i = 1, . . . , N , are
combined into aN -branch selection combiner. Such a
composite scheme finds applicability in practice and has
been employed for some time (e.g., both in 2G and 3G net-
works).
In the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS), the MRCS technique is already implemented,
with the serving base stations providing the MRC of the
signals received from a mobile terminal, and the serving
switching center carrying out the SC of the MRC signals
[9-10]. The combination of MRC and SC diversity has
been also considered for the simultaneous mitigation of
fading and shadowing in macro-diversity communication
systems [11-12].
A general analysis of the PDF (reliability), first order
moment, LCR (Level Crossing Rate), and AFD (Average
Fade Duration) at the output of the MRCS combiner over
the Nakagami-m fading environment has been presented
especially in the recent scientific and technical literature
[13]. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
performance analysis of this hybrid diversity system over
Ricean fading channels has never been assessed in the lit-
erature.
In this paper we present the performance analysis of
hybrid MRCS diversity system over Ricean fading chan-
nels. Closed form expressions are provided for standard
first and second order statistical measures for the signal
at the output of the combiner, i.e. PDF (probability den-
sity function), CDF (cumulative distribution function) and
LCR (level crossing rate). Based on them ABEP (Average
Bit Error Probability) over some modulation techniques
is efficiently evaluated. Numerically obtained results are
graphically presented and discussed as the functions of var-
ious system parameters.
Capitalizing on this analysis, in the process of design-
ing a wireless communication system, one may determine
optimal values of system parameters, in order to achieve
requested values of LCR, AFD and ABER, over consid-
ered fading channel conditions.
2 SYSTEM MODEL
MRCS is hybrid diversity scheme where outputs of
arbitrary number of multi branch MRC combiners,i =
1, . . . , N , are combined into aN -branch SC.
Assuming a perfect knowledge of the channel gains,
the received signals by each MRC receiver are appropri-
ately co-phased and weighted so that the output signal-to-
noise ratio is optimal.
The selection combiner then outputs the MRC signal
with the largest SNR.
Denoting the SNR at thej-th branch of thei-th selected
MRC receiver asγij (j = 1, . . . , Li andi = 1, . . . , N ), the

















Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the analyzed system.
Fig. 1. Hybrid Selection Maximal Ratio Combining diver-
sity system scheme
LetFMRCi(γi) be the PDF of the output SNRγi of the
i-th MRC combiner.
Assuming the selection branches to be independent, the





Fmrci (γ) . (2)
Of course, in (2) the branches of the MRC receivers
may not be independent, which must be considered for in
FMRCi(γi).
The PDFfsel(γ) for the SC output can be obtained by
differentiating (2), which results in
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Fmrcj (γ) . (3)
The PDF of the instantaneous SNR conditioned on the
average SNR value at theL-branch MRC output operating





















with K denoting Ricean factor defined as the ratio of
power in the specular and scattered components, while
ILi(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with
orderL.
Capitalizing on [15, Eq. (8.445)] and [15, Eq.
(8.350.1)] it can be shown that the CDF of the instanta-
neous SNR at the MRC output operating in Ricean fading
















with Γ(x) andγ(a, x) denoting Gamma and lower in-
complete Gamma function, respectively [15].
3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Let us consider unbalanced, independent branches op-
erating in an arbitrary fading scenario. As it was men-
tioned earlier MRCS output envelopeR can be written as
R = maxi{Ri}, whereRi denotes the envelope at the out-
put of thei-th maximal-ratio combiner.
LetR be the received signal envelope, and
.
R its deriva-
tive with respect to time, with joined PDFfRṘ(RṘ).
The LCR is defined as the average number of signal






Considering independence of the signals received by
the selection combiner, the level crossing rateNR(r) of








FRj (r) . (7)
The expression (7) can be directly applied to fading en-
vironments with known LCR and envelope PDF at the out-


































Normalized LCR for various values of system’s param-
eters is presented at Figs. 2 and 3. LCR is normalized
by maximal Dopler shift frequencyfd. Numerical results
for LCR are presented in the function of normalized signal
level. Signal level is normalized with the square root of
mean power of Ricean distributed signalρ = µ/
√
Ω, where
mean-square value of fading envelope is denoted withΩ.
In practice it is usual that threshold level at the receiver
-µ is set to the value that is smaller than the root mean
valueΩ, in order to obtain reasonable indication of outage
[17-18].
Because of that, from practical point of view, more
interesting are results for the values of normalized signal
level that followsρ < 0 dB.
We can observe from Fig. 2, that for the normalized
signal levels, which areρ < 0 dB, higher values of Ricean
factorKi provide smaller LCR values. Since presence of
direct LOS component provides more reliable communi-
cation, when power of specular signal component is grows
compared to the powers of scattered components, then the
variation of signal at the reception is smaller, and smaller
LCR values are obtained. Also we can observe that LCR
has smaller values in observed range in the presence of
MRCS with higher order of MRC applied (larger number
of branchesLi.
Another improvement is achieved with higher order of
system (largerN values), which can be seen from Fig. 3.
Comparing the presented values from Figs. 2 and 3 we
also derive the conclusion that, slightly better improvement
comes with the increase ofLi than it comes with increase
of N (increasing the number of MRC branches is better
than increasing the number of SC branches).
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The AFD is defined as the mean time the received en-
velope remains below a given thresholdr after crossing it
in the negative direction.
TR (r) =
FR (r ≤ R)
NR (r)
(10)




































































Fig. 2. Normalized average LCR of our MRCS structure
versus normalized signal level for various values of Ricean
factor and MRC order for the case of selection orderN =
2
Considering independent branches, the AFDTR(r) at









Normalized AFD of observed system is presented at
Figs. 4 and 5, normalized with maximal Dopler shift fre-
quencyfd. We can observe from Fig. 4, that for higher
values of Ricean factorKi provide, better performances
are reached (smaller AFD values).
Also we can see that AFD values decrease when higher
order of system is used and when each MRC combining is
performed with higher number of branches, as expected.
Average bit error probability (ABEP) is another useful
performance criterion characteristic of wireless communi-
cation systems.
The ABEP at the MRCS output is derived for non-




















N = 1 






























Fig. 3. Normalized average LCR of our MRCS structure
versus normalized signal level for various values of MRC
and selection order






































































Fig. 4. Normalized average LCR of our MRCS structure
versus normalized signal level for various values of Ricean
factor and MRC order for the case of selection orderN =
2
whereg denotes modulation constant, in non-coherent sys-
tems,g = 1 for BDPSK (Binary Differentially Phase Shift
Keying) andg = 12 for NCFSK (Non-coherent Frequency
Shift Keying).
In a coherent system ABEP can be determined accord-
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Fig. 5. Normalized average LCR of our MRCS structure












Substituting (3) in (12) ABEP is numerically obtained
and shown on Figs. 6 and 7 for some values of Ricean
factorKi and MRC and SC diversity orders.
It can be concluded from the figures that system shows
better error performances for higher order of diversities ap-
plied (larger numberLi andN branches) while slightly
better improvement comes with the increase ofLi than
with increase ofN (i.e. comparing cases ofLi = 2,N = 3
andN = 2, Li = 3).
Results from figures present influence of RiceanKi
factor on ABEP, too. Actually, ABEP decreases with the
increase of Ricean factor.
Comparison of curves from Fig. 7 shows better er-
ror performance of BDPSK modulation technique, than
NCFSK modulation technique, especially in the areas of
higher average SNR.
4 CONCLUSION
Performance analysis of hybrid MRCS over Ricean
fading conditions has been done for the first time, and is
of importance in the process of designing a wireless com-
munication system.
Capitalizing on the closed form expressions for stan-
dard first statistical measures for the signal at the output of





























































Fig. 6. ABEP versus average SNR in BDPSK for various
values of Ricean factor, MRC and selection order




































































































Fig. 7. ABEP versus average SNR in BDPSK and NCFSK
in the our MRCS structure versus normalized signal level
for various values of MRC and selection order N=2
the combiner, i.e. PDF, CDF standard performance mea-
sures like LCR and ABEP over BDPSK and NCFSK were
efficiently evaluated. Numerically obtained results were
presented and discussed as the function of various system
parameters, such as Ricean factor and MRC and selection
diversity order.
Presented collection of system performances will help
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researchers and system designers to perform trade-off
studies among the various modulation type/diversity or-
der/system parameters. in order to determine the optimal
choice in the presence of their available constraints.
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